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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.77.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF308 Accommodation Discrepancies has been updated to run over a date range. An
additional criteria for minimum discrepancies has been created to determine the minimum number of discrepancies a person requires (in one
category) to be included on the report. [#20672]

Improvements
1. Workflow ConfigEditLimit has been updated to grant access to create new Workflow users, impersonate Workflow users, and add users to
Workflow Groups. [#20361]
2. Spot Cleans have been updated to default the clean run to the same as the room being added. [#20523, # 20657]
3. SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals and Rooms | Accommodation Departures have been updated with the ability to apply reschedule
dates and shift status in bulk.
4. Workforce Report SRF288 Accommodation Monthly Room Schedule has been updated with the ability to specify the camp to run for. This
report can only be run for a single camp.
5. The SAM Admin | Transport | Transport Types Active page has been updated to only show the current schedule. This removes the duplicate
ID's being shown in the search results.
Tooltips have also been added to the transport creation page to assist in describing what each of the fields mean. [#20345]
6. SAM has been updated to allow RELOC's to be stored. The RELOC can be uploaded via the Transport | Bulk PNR Confirmation page. The
RELOC number will be shown as a tooltip on the Booking Reference number. [#20207]
7. Workflow has been updated to show the profile summary when reactivating a profile. This will show the previous details of the person which can
be updated during the reactivation process. [#20368]
8. Workforce Report SRF306 Roster Nightly Run Audit has been renamed to Nightly Run Audit. The report has been updated to include a sheet
for Fixed Split Bookings. This shows details of split bookings fixed by the optimiser.
9. Reactivation of non-gracefully completed profiles has been updated to include an additional banner in SAM and for Workflow Final Approvers.
This increases the visibility for administrators when a non-gracefully terminated person is being reactivated. [#20584]
10. The Carrier Bookings Interface has been updated to allow a Tenement Number to be specified.
11. Workforce Report SRF229 Room Cleaning History has been updated with a Reallocated Days column which shows the number of days a
clean has been reallocated. [#20000]
12. Workforce Report SRF164 Room Availability has been updated to allow multiple camps to be selected. An additional option has been created
to determine if the report is broken down by Camp or Room Type. When /nobreakdown is empty it will show the breakdown by room type.
[#20279]
13. The Workflow EmailCamp functionality has been updated with a new option for Today. When set to Today, only requests which impact the
current date will be emailed to the Camp. This functionality has also been decoupled from the SAM parameter
SendTransportChangeNotification. [#19333]
14. Workforce Report SRF277 Completed Workflow has been updated to optionally allow filtering on Employer or Department. [#20705]
15. SAM has been updated with a parameter for DefaultCancelShiftStatus. This is used on the Accommodation Arrivals page.
16. The SAM Web Service function GetRoomCleans has been updated to indicate if a room clean is the result of a room move. [#20785]
17. Workforce Report SRF179 Transport Details has been updated to allow RELOC to be included in the output fields.

Fixes

1. Fixed an issue where it was not possible for a Workforce Report schedule to be deactivated if it was within the report blackout period.
2. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF309 Accommodation Optimisation where the room number could be blank when a non-hotelled
room owner is offsite. [#20589]
3. Fixed an issue where the Folio Shift Visual could show incorrect details when multiple edits are made to a journey before submitting a request.
4. Fixed an issue where rescheduling a day trip could show a message about a room changing locations even though there was no room associated
with the booking. [#19664]
5. Fixed an issue where removing an OUT/IN booking which caused a split booking would show an unlisted error.
6. Fixed an issue where the SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Run page could incorrectly show no data when the Camp parameter
CleaningRosterInUse was set to N.
7. Fixed an issue where multi-sector transport descriptions would not be shown correctly in the profile summary list mode.
8. Fixed an issue where rooms could incorrectly appear on the cleaning roster when they have not been occupied in an extended period. [#20720]
9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF196 SAM User Access Level where Departments with square brackets in the name would cause the
report to fail. [#20764]
10. Fixed an issue where a person could be incorrectly checked in for a future date in the Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals page. [#20800]
11. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to remove a booking containing and INT-OUT multi-sector. [#20832]

